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The last few days have been very interesting. Our whole group went out to Kyamagamule on Sunday. There 
has been much more rain than normal and there was one special mud pit that was difficult to navigate. When 
my friend Carolyn Phillips (from Briarwood and now with MTW in Uganda) drove out there in her RAV4 I was 
impressed. The Mercy Uganda Group taught Sunday School and brought greetings in the morning service 
before spending some time with sponsored children. After lunch they left and Joe O'Lear and I remained for an 
open air crusade on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday evenings while conducting a conference in the mornings. 
The Sunday night crusade ended early due to a heavy rain. Monday and Tuesday went fine except plans to 
show the Jesus Film failed due to no one bringing a copy of the DVD. It was a very good time spent in this 
remote village. Thanks for your continued prayers. Several people made public professions of faith and the 
church in this area continues to grow both in numbers and knowledge.

Mud pit with green water and wooden planks to  
drive over

Children at the church service

Adults at the packed service You can see the Mercy Uganda team  in the 
back of this photo



Praise team drawing a crowd at the open air crusade 
on this common type makeshift platform

Rain clouds eventually did us in on Sunday 
night and it also affected Monday conference as 
many spent the morning planting crops in the 

damp soil

Carolyn Phillips bring greetings at the crusade. 
Pictured behind her is Nataabi Cate, director of 
PCU women's & children work. Pastor George 

Yawe is behind her

This give gives some idea of those who 
attended
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Two elderly widows to whom I gave solar lights 

for their huts (contact me if you want to help 
this project on future trips)

The concrete floor was so new it contained such 

much moisture that at night when my room was 
all closed up, the moisture compensated on the 
bottom of the tin roof and rained on me. This 
was my make shift tent to keep the water out 

of my face

These happy spiders shared my shower stall but 
since they eat mosquitos I let them be

Another beautiful African sunset
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